THE FUEL SHORTAGE AT HOME

The first indications of a coal shortage at the Institute are at hand. For several days the heat has been turned off in the drafting and recitation rooms and in the laboratories, and from now on the dormitories will be without heat from eleven o'clock each night until seven the next morning. Just enough heat is being circulated through the buildings to keep the pipes and chemicals from freezing.

In some cases light and heat have necessarily been refused and it may be only a question of time when more drastic action will be necessary. We must conserve our now meager fuel and stay longer.

STRICTLY CUSTOM-MADE TECH UNIFORMS

Every garment is cut and tailored to suit you individually, with a limited amount of Tech O.D. goods on hand.

Price $28.00

Phone 3792
77 Bedford st., Boston

A telephone call will bring my representative to take your measure.